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Carrier Tunneling in High-Frequency Electric Fields
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An enhancement of tunnel ionization of deep impurities in semiconductors in an alternating field
as compared to static fields has been observed. The transition between the quasistatic and the high-
frequency regime is determined by the tunneling time. For the case of deep impurities this is the time of
redistribution of the defect vibrational system which depends strongly on temperature and the impurity
structure. A theory of tunnel ionization of deep impurities by high-frequency fields has been developed.
[S0031-9007(98)05504-5]
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The effect of high-frequency coherent radiation on tu
neling in semiconductor superlattices and nanostructu
has attracted considerable attention recently. The sup
position of a static electric field and an alternating fie
causes a wealth of new phenomena as a result of pho
assisted tunneling [1–3]. In all these cases tunneling
accomplished by a static electric field, and the radiati
influences the barrier penetration probability. An inten
radiation field, however, can, in fact, both generate t
tunneling barrier and initiate tunneling. Such a tunnelin
process has been observed with the result that the hi
frequency field acts like a static field and the tunnelin
probability does not depend on frequency [4]. The fr
quency independent tunneling, however, must be limit
to frequenciesV with Vt , 1, where t is the tunnel-
ing time. This has been shown in a number of theoretic
works [5–10], but has never been explored experime
tally. In contrast to static electric fields where the ele
tron tunnels at a fixed energy, in alternating fields th
energy of the electron is not conserved during tunnelin
In this case the electron can absorb energy from the fie
which should lead to a sharp increase of the tunneli
probability with increasing frequency forVt . 1.

Here we report on the first experimental demonstrati
of this effect observed in tunneling ionization of deep im
purities in semiconductors. We show that the transitio
from the quasistatic regimeVt , 1 to the high-frequency
regime Vt . 1 occurs at terahertz frequencies. In th
quasistatic regime the electron tunnels at the moment
magnitude of the electric field in a time shorter than th
period of oscillation, thus the electric field acts like
static field. The ionization probability is independent o
frequency and increases with rising field strengthE like
expsE2yE2

cd whereEc is a characteristic field [4]. In the
high-frequency regime the ionization probability, bein
characterized by the same field dependence, substant
increases with increasing frequency. In contrast to tu
neling ionization of atoms, where only electron tunnelin
takes place [5], ionization of impurities in solids is accom
plished by two simultaneous tunneling processes, elect
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tunneling and the redistribution of the vibrational system
by defect tunneling. A theory of the process is develope
showing for the first time that in this case the electron tun
neling time is controlled by defect tunneling and both tun
neling times are equal.

The measurements have been carried out on differe
types of deep impurities: substitutional impurities with
weak electron-phonon coupling (Ge:Hg, Ge:Cu with
acceptor density in the range1014 1015 cm23) and
autolocalized DX2 centers, with strong electron-phonon
coupling (AlxGa12xAs:Te, AlxGa12xSb:Te with x  0.35
and 0.5). In the investigated temperature range from 4.2
80 K, for autolocalized impurities up to 150 K, practically
all impurities are occupied in thermal equilibrium. Tunne
ionization has been achieved by far-infrared laser radi
tion with photon energies much smaller than the therm
impurity ionization energý T . The ionization probability
has been determined by detecting photoconductivity.

The radiation sources used were a pulsed far-infrare
molecular laser optically pumped by a TEA-CO2 laser and
the Santa Barbara free-electron laser (FEL). Using NH3
as active gas for the optically pumped laser, 40 ns puls
with intensity up to2 MWycm2 have been obtained at
frequenciesV of 25, 21, 13, and 6.7 THz, respectively.
The operating parameters of the FEL are pulse duratio
6 ms, intensity up to1 kWycm2, and frequencies 6.8, 4.5,
and 3.4 THz.

Ionization of deep impurities by far-infrared radiation
has been observed for all samples in the whole frequen
range investigated. In a wide range of temperature, fr
quency and electric field strength ionization can be a
tributed to phonon assisted tunneling [4]. Experimenta
results obtained with AlGaAs:Te atT  150 K are shown
in Fig. 1(a). The ratio of the conductivity under irradia-
tion to the dark conductivitysiysd, which is proportional
to the ionization probability, is plotted as a function of
the square of the peak electric field strengthE. The ioni-
zation probability at this temperature and this material
independent of radiation frequency and increases wi
rising E like expsE2yE2

c d. Such a behavior has been
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2409
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FIG. 1. Dependence of lnssiysdd for DX2 centers in
Al 0.35Ga0.65As on the square of the amplitude of the elec
tric field of the radiation at different frequencies and fo
T  150 K (a) and T  60 K (b). The photoconductive
signal has been measured as the voltage drop across a50 V
load resistor.

observed for all materials at sufficiently high temperature
In this case [11,12] the characteristic field is given b
Ec  s3mph̄yt

3
2e2d1y2 wheremp is the effective mass of

the carrier andt2  h̄y2kBT 6 t1 is the defect tunneling
time. Heret1 is of the order of the impurity vibration pe-
riod, and the sign depends on the type of the impurity. Th
tunneling timet2 as a function of1yT is shown in Fig. 2
for all materials.

In contrast to these observations which correspond to t
quasistatic regime, the ionization gets frequency depend
and is drastically enhanced with rising frequencyV when
t2 becomes comparable toV21. This effect has been
observed for various impurities in different semiconducto
and is demonstrated for AlGaAs:Te in Fig. 1(b). The in
crease oft2 is achieved by lowering the temperature (se
Fig. 2).

The ionization probability still depends exponentially
on the square of electric field strength, but with a sub
stitution of the characteristic fieldEc by a field Ep

c , as
expfE2ysEp

cd2g [see Fig. 1(b)]. The magnitude ofEp
c now

decreases strongly with increasing frequency in the ran
between 13 and 25 THz, whereas for 6.7 THzEp

c is the
same as for 13 THz. For lower temperatures the ionizatio
probability curves split at even lower frequencies. This
shown in Fig. 3 for Ge:Cu measured at 4.2 K wheret2 is
largest for the present experimental conditions. This r
sult for the frequency range between 6.8 and 3.4 THz
obtained using the free electron laser.

In most cases deep impurities have one bound sta
which phenomenologically can be approximated by
2410
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FIG. 2. Tunneling timet2 determined from the experimenta
characteristic fieldsEp

c in the quasistatic regime as a function o
inverse temperature. Frequency independence ofEp

c can only
be achieved at not too low temperatures limiting the tempe
ture range where values oft2 can be determined. (e) Ge:Cu;
(s) Ge:Hg; (h) DX2 centers in Al0.35Ga0.65As; (n) DX2 cen-
ters in Al0.5Ga0.5Sb. Broken lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 show fit
after t2  h̄y2kT 6 t1 with t1  4.1 3 10214, 2.9 3 10214,
0.3 3 10214, and 2.9 3 10214 s, respectively. Insets show
schematically adiabatic potential structures for substitution
impurities (top left) and for autolocalized impurities (bottom
right).

potential well. The emission and capture of electro
or holes by deep impurities in semiconductors can
considered in the adiabatic approximation. Because
electron-phonon interaction the system consisting of lo
impurity vibrations and the electron is characterized
two adiabatic potentialsU1sxd andU2sxd as a function of
a configuration coordinatex. These adiabatic potentials
correspond to the electron bound to the impurity and t
electron detached from the impurity with zero kinet
energy, respectively (see insets of Fig. 2). The ener
separation between the minima ofU1 andU2 is the thermal
ionization energy of the electrońT . Thermal emission
of carriers from the bound state into the continuum
accomplished by thermal excitation of the system in t
adiabatic bound state potentialU1 to an energy levelE1

and tunneling of the impurity configuration from this sta
into the ionized configurationU2 with energyE2. E1 and
E2 are local vibrational energies of the impurity counte
from the bottom of the corresponding potential ener
parabola.

In the presence of an electric field the electron can
emitted at a negative kinetic energy2´ due to tunnel-
ing through the triangular potential barrier formed from
the electron potential well by the electric field. Henc
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FIG. 3. Dependence of conductivity under irradiationsi of
Ge:Cu at 4.2 K on the square of the amplitude of the elect
field of the radiation. The photoconductive signal has be
measured under constant voltage bias.

the adiabatic potential of the ionized configurationU2 is
shifted to lower energyU2´ ; U2 2 ´. Thus electron
emission in an electric field is achieved by two tunne
ing processes, electron tunneling with probabilityPe and
tunneling of the defect between the configurationsU1sxd
andU2´ with the probabilityPd. Conservation of energy
of the system during the process of defect tunneling giv
E1 2 ´T  E2 2 ´.

The ionization probability may be written as

esEd 
ZZ

PePd exps2E1ykBT dd´ dE1 , (1)

where T is the temperature andkB is the Boltzmann
constant. The Boltzmann factor takes into account t
thermal excitation of the system in the adiabatic pote
tial U1.

In the quasiclassical approximation, neglecting preexp
nential factors, the defect tunneling probability is given b
[13,14]

Pd ~ expf22sS2 7 S1dg;

SisEid 

p
2M
h̄

Z xc

ai

dx
q

Uisxd 2 Ei ,
(2)

where i  1, 2, M is a mass corresponding to the mod
of impurity vibration,ai is the turning point in potential
Ui at the vibration energyEi, xc is the crossing point
of potentialsU1 andU2´, and the minus and plus sign is
related to the particular impurity configuration shown i
Fig. 2 top left and bottom right, respectively.

Electron tunneling in alternating electric fields has bee
theoretically treated by Keldysh [5] (see also [6]). In th
limit ´ ¿ h̄V the tunneling probability is given by

Pe ~ expf22Ses´dg , (3)

where

Ses´d  2
´

h̄

Z te

0

1
g2

sinh2sVtd dt 1
´te

h̄
, (4)
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2mp´ VyeE; sinhsVted  g . (5)

Here mp and e are the electron effective mass an
charge, correspondingly, andte  h̄≠Sey≠´ has the
meaning of an electron tunneling time.

The integral (1) has been calculated using the sad
point method. In the case of weak electric fields, i.e.,
long as saddle point energýø ´T , the exponent in the
index can be developed into a power series of´. Taken
into account thatE2  E1 2 s´T 2 ´d we obtain

S2 7 S1 . sS2 7 S1dj´02
´t2

h̄
; t2 

h̄≠jS2j

≠E2

É
´0

,

(6)

then the saddle point condition gives

t2  te; t2 
h̄

2kBT
6 t1 , (7)

where t1  h̄≠jS1jy≠E1j´0. The first equation in (7)
states that the electron tunneling time is equal to the de
tunneling time for tunneling under the potentialU2.

Finally, we obtain for the ionization probability

esEd ~ exp

"
E2

sEp
cd2

#
with sEp

c d2 
3mph̄

e2stp
2 d3

(8)

and

stp
2d3 

3
4V3

fsinhs2 Vt2d 2 2 Vt2g . (9)

This result shows thatstp
2d3 increases exponentially a

a function of Vt2. As shown in Eq. (8) the ionization
probability itself depends exponentially on the third pow
of t

p
2 , and tunneling ionization is drastically enhance

with rising Vt2. This can be achieved not only b
increasing the radiation frequencyV but also by lowering
the temperature [Eq. (7)]. This shows that in the lim
Vt2 ø 1 the time constanttp

2 approaches the tunneling
time t2 giving the result of the quasistatic regime.

In Fig. 4 the ratiot
p
2yt2 calculated after Eq. (9) is plot-

ted as a function ofVt2 and compared to experimenta
results obtained from measured values ofEp

c for various
frequencies, temperatures, and all the investigated m
rials. The tunneling timest2 were determined from fre-
quency independent values ofEp

c . Note that for the case
of Ge:Cu at 4.2 K independence ofEp

c on frequency has
not been observed up to the lowest frequency used,
therefore the value oft2 has been calculated from its tem
perature dependence on the basis of the results give
Fig. 2 and Eq. (7). The experimental results shown
Fig. 4 are grouped after the materials. For each mate
the variation of the value ofVt2 has been obtained by
applying different radiation frequencies in the range fro
6.7 to 54 THz and different temperatures between 40 a
150 K. For Ge:Cu additional data are presented for 4.2
and the frequency range from 3.4 to 6.8 THz. The p
2411
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FIG. 4. The ratiot
p
2yt2 as a function ofVt2 calculated after

Eq. (8) and obtained from measured values ofEp
c for various

frequencies, temperatures, and all investigated materials. T
tunneling timest2 are determined from frequency independen
values of Ep

c . To show in detail the transition from the
quasistatic regimeVt2 , 1 to the high-frequency regime
Vt2 . 1 the data obtained for Ge:Hg are plotted in the ins
for Vt2 on an exaggerated scale. Note that even a ratiot

p
2yt2

slightly larger than one causes a considerable enhancemen
tunneling in an alternating field as compared to static field
because the tunneling probability depends exponentially on
third power of tunneling time [Eq. (8)].

shows the theoretical result after Eq. (9) and experimen
data which are in good agreement. It should be point
out that the theory does not contain any fitting paramet
In particular, the strong enhancement of tunneling ioniz
tion and the quasistatic regime, where the ionization pro
ability is independent of frequency, are clearly observed

The tunneling process is controlled byVt2 where the
tunneling timet2 depends on temperature but also on th
details of the adiabatic potential configuration. Basical
the tunneling time is smaller for autolocalized centers wi
strong electron-phonon coupling (see Fig. 3) than for su
stitutional impurities with weak electron-phonon coupling
Thus higher frequencies and/or lower temperatures
needed to observe an enhancement of the tunneling em
sion for autolocalized centers. This is demonstrated w
results on AlGaSb:Te for which in the whole frequency an
temperature range of the present investigationVt2 , 1
and the electron emission probability is independent of fr
quency (Fig. 4).

In summary, an enhancement of tunneling has be
observed in alternating electric fields. In contrast to th
quasistatic regime, where the electron tunnels at const
energy in a time much shorter thanV21, in the high-
frequency regime the electron can absorb energy fro
the radiation field during tunneling leaving the barrier a
higher energy. By this the effective width of the tunnelin
2412
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barrier is reduced and, thus, the tunneling probabili
enhanced. Typically the limitVt2  1 is in the range of
terahertz frequencies where high electric fields can eas
be applied in a contactless manner by powerful far-infrar
lasers. Our measurements have been carried out with d
impurities in semiconductors; however, because tunnel
is crucial in numerous processes in physics, chemist
and biology, we expect that an enhancement of tunnel
by contactless application of coherent radiation will hav
significant consequences.
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